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Notwithstanding the current situation, I agree that additional guidance is helpful
and with the focus on the ability to exercise unilateral influence over the decision
making process of the SPE. However, I am troubled by the excessive "rule based"
criteria that are proposed because of the potential for uninteuded consequences. For
example,
1- certain investment pools are deliberately constructed with various risk tranches
to provide investors with product to satisfy different return expectations and risk
tolerances. One of these tranches could be a subordinated debt instrument, which
becomes a variable interest under Paragraph 6.
2- the limited use of derivatives could disqualify certain financial conduits from
qualifyiug under Paragraphs 22 and 23. Derivatives have a logical and necessary
role to hedge interest rate risk or asset exposure.
3-An investment manager could be required to consolidate a conduit SPE because it
holds an immaterial investment in the vehicle.
4- Investors in a pool of assets delegate investment management decisions to a
fiduciary operating as investment advisor/manager under arrangements that are
essentially predetermined by the enabling documents and require approval of
investment decisions by an independent party. The definition of sufficient discretion
used in the final pronouncement should exclude such arrangements.
5- The ED suggest that even though a primary beneficiary may never benefit from
the SPE assets and have no obligation to the creditors ofthe SPE, the primary
beneficiary should consolidate such assets and liabilities in its financial statements.
This contradicts the intent of the FASB's accounting concepts.
6- the definitions of "sufficient discretion" and "market-based fee" are too
ambiguous.
SUGGESTIONS:
The final interpretation should contain an overall safe harbor provision to either
require or prohibit consolidation based on the substance of the situation regardless
ofform. Similarly, ifthe resulting fmancial statements are distorted and do not
represent the economic circumstances, blind adherence to the rules should not be
required.
Conceptually, control should be based on true ability to unilaterally direct the
activities of the SPE and/or an obligation to provide ongoing financial support.

The final interpretation should make it clear that SPE that meet the following
criteria should not be consolidated with the SPE advisor/ manager because there is
no primary beneficiary. The criteria are:The SPE is a conduit formed solely to
distribute risks and rewards among its investors. Its assets are purchased by the
manager in the open market pursuant to restrictive rules and the debtors remains

obligated under the original terms and condition. The manager's investment
decisions are subject to the approval of an independent trustee. The investors can
remove the manager. The manager is not required to provide any future financial
support to the SPE. Any investment by the manager in the SPE was acquired at the
formation of the SPE on the same terms and conditions as similar securities. Such
investments by the manager should be immaterial to both the manager and the SPE.
The Exposure Draft of the proposed interpretation of ARB 51 does not clearly and
unambiguously exclude such an SPE from consolidation with the manager. This
could result in the unintended consequence of consolidation of assets, which are not
owned, and liabilities that are not owed.
Please feel free to contact me at 617-552-1933 or via e-mail at oreillyv@bc.edu with
any questions or comments that you have.
Very Truly Yours
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